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CHEMISTRY

FIRST PAPER"

Full Marlcs : 2OO

Time : 3 hours

- The figures in the margin indicate fiil marlcs

for the questions

: 1. (a) How can establish wave nature of
i i electrons? Describe one experiment to
i I 'show this. 5
. 

,i

i : H What is photoelectric effect? The
I minimum ener$/ required to eject an

.electron from a metal surface is
2 x l0-re J. A photon of wavelength

6000 A $s ailowed. to strike the surface.
Will tle electron be ejected or not? :1+2=3

(c) State and explain the de Broglie's
wave-particle duality hypothesii. What
are the consequences of this
hypothesis? Show how you can
calculate the wavelength associated
with an electron. 2+1+2*5
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(d) What are the quantum numbers?
Explain tlre significanee of each. Give
the quantum nrrmber designation of
electrons of He atom. L+4+2=7

2. (a) E:cplain why-
(t) ionic compounds'do not conduct

good. conductors in the fused state;

(u) HzO molecule is V-shaped;

(ur) at 15'C HF is liquid but lICl is a
gas. 2x3=6

Describe the Born-Haber cycle. What is
the use of this cycle? 4

Show that if, in a d.iatomic molecule.4B,
the nuclearcharges Za and Zs are
unequal wlth Z A ) Z B, then the region
for enough from t\e molecule and out
beyond B is a bond.ing region, where
exagfly the non-bonding r:glon will lie? 5

Wtrrat is meant by rcAO-MO
approxir-rr-ation? Draw molecular orbital
d.iagrarn for superoxide anion ald
predict its bond order and magnetic
behaviour. 5
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3. (a) Write down the postulates of the
kinetic-molecular tJreory. Assuming
ideal behaviour, calcuiate ttre density of
carbon dioxide tn g/L at j. atm and
300 K.

4. (a)

Draw curves to show tl:e d.istribution of
molecular speeds-for (y' helium, nitrogen
and..'chlorine gas at 3OO K and
{iil nitrogen gas at 1OO, 300 and 7OO K.
Comment on the two d.iagrarns.

Deduce'the r.elation between Cp and Cu
for ideal gas. Why is Cp > Cv?

What is the meaning of equa,r-ion of
state? State and expiain r-he law of
corresponding states.

What do you mean by tl'e interrraf
energ/ of a system? Explain the sign
convention in the equation 6p =Q + w.

What is a state function? Are {/ the
work done by a system and, (ii) entropy,
state functions? Justify your answer.

#

(b)

(c)

(d) I

(b)



(c) How do you relate reaction enthalpy to -
internal energ/ change? If 3 moles of H2 . '-
react with 3 moles of Cl2 to for:n HCl by
the reaction

H: {g)+ cl2 {g}-+2Hc1{g)

't

Alt = - 184.6 kJ/mol '

Wtrat is AE for this reaction? 2+3=5

(d) Write brielly about /i,f Joule-Thomson-
effect, fil Kirchhoffs equation.

5. (a) What are tJ:e criteria to identify a
spontaneous process? State how the
entropy will change for the following
processes :

(i) Freezing of ethanol
(u) Dissolving glucose in water

{iul Evaporation of 'bromine from a
bromine solution a! room
temperature*

(iu) Cooling nitrogen gas from 373 K to
273K 

:

{b} From ttre relatiori AG = A,H - ?)\S,,show
the pos'sible inlluences of A.Ff and AS on
AG becoming positive or negative.
Obtain ttre relation between the
equilibrium constant and the stand.ard
Gibbs enerry change.
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(c)

(d)

State and oqplain Hess's law. Show that
this 1aw follows from the first law of
ther:rrod5marrics.

Give the pbysical interpretation of the
entropy function. Establish a
relationship between Joule-T?romson
croefficient and heat capacit5z at constant
pressure.

Discuss qualitatively the differences
between the structure of ice and liquid
water. What are the significances of
tlrese d.ifferences? +

E4plain wtry-
(t) surface tension of water d,ecreases
' on adding soap;

(ii,f evalroration of a liquid from .a

surface cools the surfacel

ful alcohol flows faster than glycerol;
(ut) tjlre boiling point of water rises on

increasing pressure. lYzx4=6

(c) State clearly the factors on which 
:"

liquefaction'of a gas depends. How will
you liqueff nitrogen gas? s

L2T-. 2OOIAT ( Turn Ouer )
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(d.) Define compressibility. What are the
effects of differences in compressibilities -. ;
or gases, fiquids and solids? How can
yoria.r.rrnit e compressibility of water? 5 

' -' ' 'i

7. (a) Define the chemical potential of an ideal
gas alone and in a mixLure of ideal : '

i"ses. What is the situatjon witl. respect
to a real gas? 5

(b) What is meant by the equilibrium , ^

constants terms Kp, Kc a4d Kx? -- .

' Establ,ish the relationship between Kp .. I
and K.. s I

.

(c) The stand.ard Gibbs enerry change at
298 K for the dissociation of I mol of
iodine vapour is 14O. 3 id" What fraction
of iodine vapour at 298 K exists in tle

'') atomic state at 1 torr and 1O-6 torr
pressure (1 atm = 7.6O iorr)? 5

(d-) State the conditions und.er *fricfr a
thermod5mamic equilibrium carr a o',-

" established. What are the external j

factors that a-ffect equilibrium? 5
i
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State ald explain Raoi:lt's law for a
solution containing a non-volatile
solute. A solution of urea {molecular
mass 60) contains 1O'5 g in 5OO g of
water. What is ttre valrour pressure of

the solution (P^ =17'4 mm)?

What are colligative properties? Derive

an expression between freezing point
depression in a solution of a

non-volatile solute and its molar mass'

ren two or moreProve that wt
components are mixed to form an ideal

solution there is no change in enthalpy'

What is an ideal solution? What are the

necessary conditions for a solution to be

ideal?

Distinguish between order and

molecularity of a reaction. Obtain the

integrated rate e>rtrrression for a
second-order reactign."

Give one exarnple each of consecutive

and concur:refit reactions. Show,

indicating the principle involved', how

an expression for ttre concentration of

( Turn Ouer )
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the final product can be obtained for a

consecutive reaction of the !i'Pe

A-> B --+ C' How d'o the corrcentrations

of A, B and C change with time? 5

How dods re4ction rate dePend on

ternperature? Show how Arrhenius

eqqation cal be utilized to obtain the

activation enerry of a reaction' 2+2=

Write strort notes on the following : 2x3=6

(L) Acid-base catalYsis

(u) EnaPe catalYsis

(ut Sait effect

Show the d'ifferences between physical
L 

- -._!:^- 
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absorption and chemical absorption in a

tabular form- 5

Explain how
purified.

the colloids ca-n be
5

expression fgr Langmutr
isottrerm. What are its

.?
(c)

(d)

10. (a)

I
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(b)

(c) Deduce the
ad.sorption
limitations?

(d.) Discuss the cleansing action of soaps

and detergents. Which one is more

environment friendlY?
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